Harnessing pluripotency from differentiated cells: a regenerative source for tissue-specific stem cell therapies.
Processes involving conversion of mature adult cells into undifferentiated cells have tremendous therapeutic potential in treating a variety of malignant and non-malignant disorders, including degenerative diseases. This can be achieved in autologous or allogeneic settings, by replacing either defective cells or regenerating those that are in deficit through reprogramming more committed cells into stem cells. The concept behind reprogramming differentiated cells to a stem cell state is to enable the switching of development towards the required cell lineage that is capable of correcting the underlying cellular dysfunction. The techniques by which differentiated cells can reverse their development, become pluripotent stem cells and transdifferentiate to give rise to new tissue or an entire organism are currently under intense investigation. Examples of reprogramming differentiation in mature adult cells include nuclear reprogramming of more committed cells using the cytoplasm of empty oocytes obtained from a variety of animal species, or cell surface contact of differentiated cells through receptor ligand interaction. Such ligands include monoclonal antibodies, cytokines or synthetic chemical compounds. Despite controversies surrounding such techniques, the concept behind identification and design/screening of biological or pharmacological compounds to enable re-switching of cell fate in-vivo or ex-vivo is paramount for current drug therapies to be able to target more specifically cellular dysfunction at the tissue/organ level. Herein, this review discusses current research in cellular reprogramming and its potential application in regenerative medicine.